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The “Big House” in Jakarta gets a new name!
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In South Jakarta, a portion of the original home of Bapak, the founder of Subud,
is currently under renovation. Renamed “Adi Puri’, the refurbished building will
house a new enterprise of the same name, so that the building is financially
sustainable.
The building is being transformed into a multi-use venue for musical and cultural
events, a gallery/exhibition space, a Subud information centre, and will house the
office of Yayasan Muhammad Subuh, the Indonesian affiliate of the Muhammad
Subuh Foundation.
The name “Adi Puri” means a house or home that is beautiful, clean, peaceful,
pleasant, comfortable, fresh, and of historical significance.
Renovation of the downstairs portion is hoped to be completed by March 12th,
and the upstairs portion by June, 2008. The ability to keep to this time frame will
be dependent on the funds available.

Ibu Siti Rahayu, a daughter of Bapak, explains:

[translated from Indonesian]
Dear brothers and sisters,
On behalf of Yayasan Muhammad Subuh, we ask for your support to
renovate the ‘Big House’ in Cilandak that was once Bapak’s Home,
which is now managed by the Yayasan Muhammad Subuh.
Given the prospects for growth in Indonesia, especially in Jakarta,
we have decided to renovate this building which is more than 40
years old, so that it can be more functional and have greater amenity
as a potential gateway for the public to get to know about Subud.
We cannot achieve this goal on our own, so we want to call on the
generosity of Subud benefactors who feel as we do and who are
willing to give voluntarily, so that this building can become a
heritage or resource for Subud generations to come. The assets of
the Yayasan Muhammad Subuh are held on behalf of the Muhammad
Subuh Foundation, which is the reason why we make this appeal not
only in Indonesia but also hope the support will be from abroad as
well. May our endeavour be blessed by Almighty God.
Siti Rahayu Wiryohudoyo
Patron
Yayasan Muhammad Subuh
For the original Indonesian transcript of Ibu Rahayu’s letter, and to see
the design concept and additional information, please visit:

http://www.yayasanmuhammadsubuh.org
Information regarding the budget of this project and the feasibility study of
future usage can be requested from the Muhammad Subuh Foundation:
lillianshulman@netscape.net
Donations can be sent via credit card through the Muhammad Subuh
Foundation internet secure giving page at:

http://www.msubuhfoundation.org/fundFS.htm
US tax receipts are available upon request.
Bank remitttances by Telegraphic Transfer to:
Account name:
Yayasan Muhammad Subuh US Dollars
Account number:
007-02-27355-00-3
Bank name & branch:
Bank Niaga, Fatmawati
Branch address:
Jl. RS Fatmawati 20, Cipete, Jakarta, 12410
INDONESIA
Bank telephone:
(+62-21) 765-6523
SWIFT Code:
BNI AIDJA

Calendar:
Trustees board meeting: March 2008; Jakarta, Indonesia

To comment or make contact with the Muhammad Subuh Foundation,
please write to Lillian Shulman: lillianshulman@netscape.net
If you know of anyone who would like to be added to our mailing list,
please contact Julia at: isc@subud.org
For further information, please see
http://www.msubuhfoundation.org
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